
Jin Shin Jyutsu
Jin  Shin Jyutsu® is  an ancient oriental  Art  of  harmonizing life  energy within  the body. 
Said  to  predate  Buddha  and  Moses,  Officially  known  as  Jin  Shin  Jyutsu®  Physio-
Philosophy,  this  practice  is  a  disarmingly  simple  style  of  acupressure.  It  works  with  a 
set of 26 points (called Safety Energy Locks or SELs) along energy pathways. When a 
pathway  becomes  blocked,  energy  stagnates.  This  initially  affects  the  local  area  of 
stagnation,  but  has  the  potential  to  create  imbalance  along  the  entire  pathway.  The 
26 Energy Locks are the locations on the body where energy tends to become stuck.
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Cross  your  arms  and  place  your  hands  under  your  armpits,  fingers  pointing  to  your 
back  and  thumb  reaching  toward  your  JSJ  safety  energy  lock  #22  and  your  fingers 
reaching toward JSJ safety energy lock #26. 
 
#22 is on the 3rd Depth includes #16 - #22. all elements meet at #22 (harmonizer 
for all  elements) brings harmony to liver and gall  bladder functions;  helps with anger 
by  bringing  in  compassion;  works  with  "blood  essence".  Harmonizes  the  thyroid  and 
parathyroid glands; for HBP; for emotional stress, useful for balancing the total being; 
helps  prevent  strokes;  helps  develop  reason;  for  digestive  harmony.  Allows  us  to 
think more objectively and reasonably for emotional distress.

#26  will hasten healing everywhere; peace of mind; harmony; 6th Depth is peace of 
mind; vital life force for total being; the director; total peace, total harmony. Includes 
#24 - #26 (skeletal  system,  heart,  small  intestine,  brings  the  ability  to  receive 
inspiration directly from the Universe).

•complete (that which was, is and will be); 
•total complete infinite truth; 
•vital life force for total being; 
•will hasten healing anywhere; 
•open it to provide harmony & vital life energy to total being; 
•harmonizes mental, digestive & physical functions; 
•the director, total peace, total harmony; 

Slight  pressure  on  #26  &  #24  brings  quietness  to  total  being  and  for  maximum 
effect stretch your thumbs toward the #22.

There are many books  available on Jin Shin Jyutsu healing practices.

The BIG HUG
Try it . . . You'll Like it

If  you're  reading  this,  release  your  shoulders  from  your  ears,  unclench  your  jaw, 
and remove your tongue from the roof of your mouth. We physically tend to hold 
onto stress in least noticeable ways. Relax. - Devyn W.
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